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DOWNLOADS JOBS OUR CLIENTS CONTACT US English

1- To be clickable & go to our clients page when clicked
2- Please put it in photo container to unify the size of logos

1- Please Reduce the size of the map.
2- Please add this photo beside the map.
3- Please make a space after the map between the map and footer

Please Make the movement of the pictures little more faster

Please Make Autoplay for the videos with the mouse cruiser
Please make the videos embeded not youtube videos

1- Please Make some effect for the tab of service with the mouse cruiser could be like this one shown
(THE BOX SURROUNDING SHADOW & COLOR CHANGED)
or something else if you have something better.
2- Please Remove the text and make the icons bigger.
3- Please make it clickable from anywhere in the box.
4- Please change the icons to the icons shown here.

Please Make some effect for the bottom with the mouse cruiser 
could be like this one you did in the bottom (Read More) in about us section

Please Make it clickable to go to the solution page
from the picture or the headline or 
the read more bottom

Please Don’t forget the floating social media icons

Please move it to the corner

1- Please move the logo to the corner.
2- Please make it clickable to lead to the home page.

Please change the search box to something
like this one

Please don’t forget to add those menus

Please don’t forget to add the possibility to include video in this slider

Please add a slider to this picture (to be rotated with other Pictures)
** Note this will be applied for
the other solutions as well

1- Read More Bottom Changed
2- Inside this section Removed
3- the box size reduced
4- Please add mouse hover to the box


